FACTORY
Our factory is located in Tarnow and have 25 MW capacity per year. Bruk-Bet Solar is in top three of the
polish producers with high quality photovoltaic modules and BIPV.

Bruk-Bet Solar is equipped in semi automated line supported by addition machines improving product
quality. Our new EL Tester and high pot place Bruk-Bet Solar in leading position in Poland.
Modules produced by Bruk-Bet Solar has EU components ‐ there is also possibility to produce modules
with European solar cells as for PREMIUM PRODUCT. Relaying on our 10 years experience
In world wide PV industry we are tire one in Polish photovoltaic. Our experienced staff is facing new
challenges and we present our product in possibilities to many world wide partners. We are open
for multilevel cooperation with international customers on mature markets and starting’s one, our team
has long experience in OEM production on European market.

Prices are definitely related with the volume of your order. We can supply you modules EXW from our
factory in Tarnów, Poland.

TECHNOLOGY
Bruk-Bet is focused on the production of mono, polycrystalline and BIPV modules. We use only highest
quality materials coming from European suppliers, taking care of the smallest details of aesthetics,
performance and security, guarantee full reliability module in 25 years of use.

Lamination process use in high-quality solar glass, EVA and backsheet film. Used glass has a high light
transmittance and mechanical resistance. EVA and backsheet film are uses as insulating material, encapsulating
from the weather. Testing the module is to check the rated module and define the value of the generated
voltage and electric current. Experienced staff, the automated manufacturing process, high production
standards and quality ensure accurate and timely execution of contracts
Poly/Mono modules/Transparent/Coloured modules for BIPV

Mono: BEM 250/255/260/265/270/310/320 Poly: BEP 235/240/245/250/255/300

CERTIFICATES

WARRANTY
12 years product warranty
10 year 90% electric performance
25 years for 83% electric output

KEY FEATURES


•

high modules efficiency through superior manufacturing technology.
 high salt mist and ammonia resistance.
 Bruk-Bet solar modules pass test of fire resistance.
• antireflective coating for high sunlight absorption.
According to higher expectation of our partners we decided to offer unique advantage and therefore
we present product certified PID free.
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